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I had always been curious about that big button. It was so alluring, so mysterious. I wondered

what would happen if I pressed it. And yesterday, I finally did. The year is 2110, and the world is

a very different place. Technology has advanced beyond our wildest dreams. We have flying cars,

jetpacks, and more. But with great power comes great danger. And I was about to unleash it.

I was at school with my friends, Jake and Josh. We were having a regular day until one of our

friends mentioned a button on the other side of the world. Only the government knew what it

did. It was too tempting to resist. I had to press it.

As soon as I did, an alarm blared all over the world. And then, it happened. Something was

being uncovered, something that had been hidden for years. It was a nuke, the size of the world.

And it shot up and was coming down fast.

The rich had a way out, of course. They had their spacecra� and le� the planet without a second

thought. But for the rest of us, it was a death sentence. We were le� behind, to face the end of

the world. And all because of my curiosity. We were let on the Earth to die and see the world

come down with us.

As the nuke comes into orbit it bursts into flames as it's coming down and the metal is almost

about to melt down. At the same time, the world is running around like they are chickens with

no head all of a sudden BOOM! The nuke landed and it blew up causing many places around

where the nuke had dropped there had been a total massacre. And the a�ershock burst the

world making the earth crack open and start to rumble like a terrible earthquake.



There was no way the poor could survive such a terrible nuke. Jake and Josh say, "Well, looks

like this is it. Nice knowing you bro.” Josh said. “ yea, guess this is it well bye see you in

heaven.”Jake said. They chuckle nervously and close their eyes, crying and praying to god to let

them go to heaven and have a good life in the a�erlife.

The nuke’s a�ershock got to where they were and Jake and Josh were instantly killed. There was

no way they could survive such a big nuke. And even if they did it would be the radiation that

would kill them. It would also be rare for them to survive or for anyone to survive that. The rich

went to every planet and took portions of the planets to try and create an earth that they could

call home but they were unsuccessful.

They ran out of food and starved to death. Now there were no more living organisms alive

anymore just spacecra� floating around in space. A�er years all the planets went down one by

one and when the sun exploded there was no more of that galaxy that everyone was born on. The

sun exploding made a huge black hole that consumed many galaxies before the black hole died.

Well, that's it for the human race, maybe there would be other humans to start the repopulation

process. All we know is that there is always something in the universe. And maybe that

something might be a living organism. And maybe that living organism might be able to make

another human race and then history will keep repeating itself over and over and over until

there is nothing le� no planets in other universes, the sun makes a terrible black, and then the

galaxy we live in might not even exist.

Well, that´s it for my short scary story. Hope you like it😁


